ELEVATE Tightly Aligns Suppliers with Customer Resource Requirements,
Maximizing Productivity for Contingent Workforce Management Programs
STAKEHOLDER COLLABORATION
The innovative VMS platform from ELEVATE, enables tight collaboration between all stakeholders involved in
contingent workforce management, driving process efficiencies, improving resource quality and enhancing
communication between all parties involved.
In this vein, we believe the key to an effective program is setting staffing agencies up for success by providing
the tools and services that are integral to their daily operations.
ELEVATE representatives spoke with several of our long-time supplier partners about how the platform differs
from other VMS solutions in enabling their business practices. We obtained viewpoints on staffing supplier
interactions throughout the process, from requirements visibility to billing and payments.

EASE OF USE
The ELEVATE platform is designed to be
intuitive and easy to use, so staffing
agencies can spend more time sourcing
talent, and less time navigating through
the application and its data.

The dashboard where requirements, submissions and engagements are
visible throughout the workflow and individual work items are accessible
with one click. Engagements expiring within a certain time frame are all
highlighted as well.

Another staffing partner, Paula Davy, Business
Development Manager with AgreeYa also commented on
the platform’s simplicity, saying, “You can tell that someone
who has been in the staffing business developed this tool.
They have thought of everything you may want or need. The
system is very easy to use and it helps drive our business
rather than just being another administrative layer in the
process.”

Lori Margentina, Sr. Managing Director at
Ascent Services Group spoke very highly
of the ELEVATE platform. She noted,
“This is the best tool I have ever used. I
have been in the staffing industry for
over 30 years and
have experience with
nearly every tool out
there. ELEVATE has
everything you need
on the dashboard. It’s super simple and
brings you all of the important
information, while organizing your
workflow. You don’t feel like you are
doing administrative duties – you have
control and it keeps you engaged and
drives the business more effectively.
ELEVATE is just so well done – beautiful!”

visit us online at www.elevatesaas.com

PLATFORM INTELLIGENCE
The value of any VMS tool is providing actionable intelligence to its users so
they can make real-time business decisions. Ms. Davy further commented,
saying, “The most important part of this platform is the
ability to see what other vendors are doing on a
requisition. Candidate submission visibility is key in
helping us run our business, and it helps to motivate the
team and prioritize our work. We don’t see that with
other platforms, and we even asked another large VMS
vendor for this capability and they said it could not be done. The messaging
capabilities are also something that no one else has. It’s great to have all
the conversations about a req captured in one place!”

The ELEVATE platform’s
open bidding feature
provides full visibility
into candidate rates and
status on a requirement.

TIMELY UPLOAD AND PROCESSING
Efficient time entry for resources is
paramount for suppliers supporting a large
number of engagements for any one client.
ELEVATE has an extremely efficient time
upload process and takes the pain out of
error resolution. With ELEVATE’s time
validation and reconciliation engine, missing
time and other errors are pin-pointed and
direct navigation is provided to the
underlying data for the required fix.
“No news is good news when your Finance
department is involved,” added Davy.
“Finance can track supplier payment status
directly in the tool, and we know when the
invoice was submitted and paid. There is no
more having to call AP departments to
check on payment status!”
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The ELEVATE platform provides staffing suppliers with practical features and
intuitive functionality throughout the process. This ultimately enables
organizations to focus less on administration, and more on sourcing the best
talent to drive business success. For more information, visit us at
www.elevatesaas.com.
www.elevatesaas.com

